Abstract. As the communication would be interrupted by the airframe when the aircraft platform communicates with VHF over-the-horizon, the paper adopts the modeling method of computing geometry to conduct reducing-dimension modeling through coordinate transformation and rotation. Through simplifying the complicated shielding problem of airborne over-the-horizon communication, the paper concentrates on the calculation problem of computing geometry to judge whether a point in the plane is in the simple polygon, which can be used in project application scenarios of realtime computation.
INTRODUCTION
When the aircraft does some maneuver motions, such as making a turn, the submarine would lose some data while receiving the message from the aircraft. As there are enormous reasons that contribute to this phenomenon, it is quite difficult to quantitatively judge whether there is shielding and whether the space and time of shielding can be predicted. Particularly, when the aircraft platform is involved in the communication network simulation and network performance evaluation, it needs to timely calculate the communication shielding between aircraft and submarine, aircraft and base station, aircraft and aircraft.
In Literature 1, it establishes the airborne antenna shielding mathematical models to solve the Antenna shielding angle based on sopherics and to show the specific influence of antenna shielding on flight track by applying uniform geometry theory of diffraction, and the calculation process is quite complex. Moreover, as for the current airborne antenna and its layout design, there are lot of papers related to analysis on airborne antenna EMC technology and emulation of airplane VHF antenna rational layout, but papers on airborne VHF communication shielding calculation method are few. Therefore, a kind of real-time computation method should be designed.
According to the communication rule of electromagnetic wave, the electromagnetic wave above VHF mainly communicates in a straight line and its diffraction ability is weak when it encounters a barrier. When analyzing the shielding factor of airplane itself, to simplify the problem, provided that there is no wave interference around the aircraft, and such factors as Fresnel Zone is not taken into consideration. The paper only analyses the communication interruption caused by airframe shielding, and comes up with a calculation method to solve this problem.
conducting antenna layout, such factors as airplane structure, intensity, aerodynamic quality and loading requirement need to be taken into consideration, and the installation of antenna should not affect airplane manipulation and flight performance.
VHF radio is mainly used in A-A and A-G communication, radio antenna is usually non-directional antenna and line-of-sight transmission is the main transmission mode. The VHF radio is usually installed in the belly or the back.
Given that the VHF antenna of airborne platform is installed beneath the airplane, the antenna will be partly shielded, for the height and width of other airplane equipment at the bottom are larger than the airplane antenna, which would result in loss of signal and poor G-A communication effect. Besides, there is altitude difference between ground antenna and airplane antenna, which generates antenna shielding angle. The angle is determined by the track, pitching angle of the airplane and antenna altitude difference, and the antenna shielding angle is the major reason of poor G-A communication effect.
Geographic Coordinate Converted to Orthogonal Coordinate
If the airecraft is at O (λ0, o, Ao), in the reference ellipsoid (WGS-84) coordinate, the communication object of the receiving and transmitting antenna is at T(λt , t , At). As it is shown in Figure 1 When the aircraft is at O, cartesian coordinates: XYZ is established: X to the east, Y to the due north, Z to the sky. When the antenna of communication object is at T, the coordinates of this system is (xt,yt,zt), thus, 
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Cartesian coordinate Converted into Aircraft Coordinate
In the XYZ coordinate system at O, the coordinate of antenna of communication object at T is (xt,yt,zt) . The aircraft coordinate system X'Y'Z'at O is established: X' to the right-wing of the aircraft, Y' to the aircraft nose, Z' to the top of the aircraft. As it is shown in figure 2. Through the procedures below, the airplane and T can rotate at the same time, and the relative position of them can be guanranted:
(1), Y' is the axis, when the aircraft and T rorates P with the direction contrary to roll angle, and rotating T to T1 (2) X', as the axis, is at the XOY plane, and then aircraft and T1 rotates t with the direction contrary to pitch angle direction, rotating T1 to T2
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The radial and reference platform are disjoint, and the aircraft and communication object are not sheltered. Thus, the aircraft itself is not sheltered. z3>0
The antenna shielding of aircraft and communication object
Polygon Inside and Outside Decision
It discusses whether Trp is at the shadow area at the reference platform. If at the shadow area, the shielding happens. For the convenience of calculation, the paper makes the shadow area approximate enclosed polygons. The intersection of adjacent edge and simply polygon has the same apex, and nonadjacent edges are not intersected. As long as it has enough apexes, the accuracy requirement can be met. The problems put forward in this paper can boil down to a basic question: with the given simple polygon P and Trp, how to judge P is included in Trp or Trp is in P. The figure 5 presents the judgement whether the aircraft is sheltered. 
CONCLUSION
When aircraft and other platform conduct VHF or above frequency band communication, the communication interrupt can be casued by aircraft itself. To quantitatively calculate this situation, this paper puts forward a real-time calculation method. This method, by several times of coordinate transformation and rotation to condcut dimensionality reduction on the problem, degenerates the problem into a basic problem of geometry in the plane. The calculation method suggested in this paper is tested in the real system. The antenna shielding between shorebased and aircraft, submarine and aircraft, aircraft and aircraft is quite obvious.
